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УДК 539.124.17

С.В.Трубников

Релятивистский поворот спина и асимптотическое
поведение формфактора составной системы

Релятивистские повороты спинов нуклонов при сложении в спин
дейтрона приводят к появлению в зарядовом формфакторе дейтрона
(ЗФФД) нового слагаемого, которое отсуствует в традиционных
подходах. Показано, что это слагаемое существенно влияет на
асимптотическое поведение ЗФФД. Получзны общие формулы для
асимптотики ЗФФД в релятивистском и нерелятивистском импульс-
ном приближении.

S.V.Trubnikdr

The Relativistic Rotation of Spin and the Asymptotic

Behaviour of the Form Factor of the Composite System

The relativistic rotation of spin leads to the appea-

rance of the new term in the deuteron charge fora factor

(DCFF). This terra is absent in the traditional approaches

and influences the asymptotic behaviour of DCFF. . General

formulae are obtained for the DCFF aaymptotics in the

ralativlatio and nonrelatlvistio impulse approximation.

) 1984 Институт теоретической физики АН УССР



1. INIRODUCTIOH

An essential role of the spin in nigh-energy physics is
especially olear both in experimental and theoretical aspects
when we investigate the charge form factor (OFF) of the com-
posite hadron with the nontrivial spin, i.e. even the PF
which is not connected direotly with spin and is available
for the spinlees hadron. First, the fact that the hadron
epin is nonzero gives new experimental possibilities to de-
termine CFF. The proposal of ref.£i3*o use the recoil nuo-
leon or deuteron polarization vector in the scattering of
the polarized electrons off nucleons or deuterons for deter-
mining CFFs of both, particles Ggg(Q ),G^(Q ) can serve as
one of the most vivid examples. One more example is to the
point. In paper ^23 for the possibility to use the elect-
rodieintegration of the polarized deuterons by the beam of
the polarized electrons was first studied to determine
G£n(Q )• In ref. C3Tthe polarization vector of the recoil
neutron waa analysed also to determine Cr^CQ ). Second,
we show that in a theoretioal calculation of the relativia-
tio CFF the nontrivial spin of constituents (namely a speci-
fic pure relativietio effect, the relativietio rotation of
spin (BBS)) effects eignifioantly the asymptotic beha-
viour of oomposite hadron CFF. She effect may be even more
important for the analysis of the behaviour of other FFs
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of the composite system.

The prinoipal statement of the present paper is pro-

Ted for the deuteron, although the case of a loosely bound

composite system is the most unfavourable to demonstrate the

relativistio effects. Besides the general formula we calcu-

late different oonorete asymptotics of the deuteron CPP

(DC?F) in the relativistic and nonrelativistio impulse ap-

proximation (H(SR)IA) mid discuss briefly the connection

between the relativistic and nonrelativistio description of

the deuteron.

In the relativistic two-body problem the RRS in the

canonical basts of state vectors must be taken into account

when nontririal spins 3^3?
 o f

 constituents sum up

to the total spin S of a relativistio composite system. Due

to ref.[4]the invariant definition of the total spin squared

3
2
 has the form:

where D& is the operator of RRS S; iT,,p*o are the momenta

of the particles with spins Sj.Sg; PafTj+Jg • The constructive

representation of the RRS operator for S-1/2 was first ob-

tained by Yu.M.Shirokov ia 1954 L53s

•J4V4V2 (fiovM.Xfeo^Mo.VfiV^^Pi^] - (2)

- l(ne)Sind
 >
 Я

0* — are the Pauli matrices,

further discussions of some other aspects of the RRS
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theory are contained in papers ^6,7].

2. THE ASYM1OTIGS OP G^(Q
2
). GEHBRAL CASE

2.1 GENERAL REMARKS

Let'в discuss at first what is the ratio relation bet-

ween the contributions of the traditional hadronic and quark

degrees of freedom (H,QDSF) into the deuteron structure at
p

Q-*»oo . General remarks are sufficient in this case, first,
for the description of the current experimental statue of

elastic and quasielastio ed-scattering the use of QDSF is

not inevitable (see the discussion In ref. £8,93). Therefore,
nowadays the use of HDSF is adequate in the deuteron problem.
Second, in the relativistic case the transition to the large

2
values of Q does not surely mean the transition only to
small distances. The effects both from small and large dis-
tances can influence the PP of the composite hadron system
at large Q depending on the known (or supposed) analyti-
cal properties of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function £101.And
finally in the relativistic PP for Q2-*.o-=> the regime of
small distances may be set in much more later than it fol-
io wa from a naive nonrelativistic estimate r ~ 1/Q .From
all considered above 7e can see that the effects we are stu-
dying come into play before the QDSP start to refreezo.
Forestalling, uere we should note that from a pragmatic po-
int of view in the asymptotics of the electromagnetic FFa
(ЕМРРз) of the deuteron as six-quark system no new dynamical,

regime of decrease appears as compared with the power asymp-

totics of R(HR)IA.

What arguments do stipulate the dominant role of the

IA triangle diagram in the HDSF ? Both the traditional np-

configuration and the mesonic and ba_yonic OSF (M,BDsF) eon-

tribute to the deuteron structure. The problem of the cal-

culation of these additional DaP contributions is a compli-

cated one and should be considered separately. However, the

calculations done in refs. £11 ,121 show that the BDsF
(ДА ,N*(147O)N*,... - configurations ia the deuteron) do

not give a significant contribution to the deuteron BMFFs
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(ВДГОв). Besides, in the asymptotic limit <T-»-o~» the EMFPe

of the nuoleon isobars decrease at least not so alow as the

nuoleon Bf?Pa, eo the BDSP do not ohange the asymptotics of

the DEM??s in IA. As for the meson exchange currents (MECs),

the contribution of тешу-meson exchange diagrams is depressed

due to the Okubo-Zweig-lzuka rule [13J; and the contribu-

tion of the simplest ISECs diagram ( §ЗГ^ -current) to the

DEHPfs is oaloulated in ref. 114]only in the nonrelativls-

tio approach and contains muoh of ambiguity because of a poor

knowledge of photon-meson and, especially, meson-nuoleon ver-

tices. Due to all mentioned above, we further restrict our-

selves to the asymptotics of the most understood I/U

2.2 IH8 RSLA2IYISTIC ASYMPT0TIC3

Here we analyse only DC?? G*(Q*") because in the impulse

approximation the asymptotios of the magnetic GS(Q ) and

quadrupole GjJ(Q ) DFPe are reduoed to the asymptotios of

J(
2
)

The relations (3) and (4) are valid exactly in the non-

relativist i о formalism confirmed in all the realistic oal-

oulations in RIA (the logarithmic factor ~ lnQ is unes-

eential. here). Here we would like to emphasize that the in-

clusion of the additional degrees of freedom in the deuteron

destroys both the relations (3) and (4) and satisfies the

problem of DFFs asymptotic calculations. Рог example, the

HECs destroy the relation (3)s MECs are expected not to pro-

duoe influence significant on the C*(Q ) but change

strongly the behaviour of the G^(Q )• Further, the refres-

hing of the QDs? can ohange the relation (4).
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To calculate the aaymptotios a^(Q
2
-»<«) la the RIA,it*i

enough to investigate the S-wave deuteron since for Q
2
 ••^t—

the O-etate contribution deoreases at least by one order

faster than the 3-еtate contribution. To analyse the BUS

contribution to the asymptotics of G^(Q
2
 -•-«»*»), we use the

results obtained in ref. £15]**. In this paper urithin the
framework of the relativistio approach to the deuteron tha
following representation for the G*(Q ) is obtained:"'

= 2 Ge

J

HjSee also the review £8].
q {* < о in the four-momentum transfer squared.
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~ " s,s',t)+ss't

{ (s+s'-t)H)
3

XU,s',i)= s4s'4e- 2(ss'+sUs't).
In eq. (5) Gg ĴJJ are the iaoscalar charge and magnetic nuc-

leon PFs, О (a) is the ^S-^-phaae shifts of np-scattering,

P is the normalization constant, M,a2M-<£ , M are the
deuteron and nucleon masses, o(, В , $ are the angles of the

relativistic rotations of nuoleon. spins in the deute-

ron.

The second term in eq. (5) appears only due to the

RRS(D
eH
'

s
' SS*-' Sindp^j^) ). In the S-wave deuteron this term

is new and it is absent in all other approaches. For all

values of Q the first and second terms in eq. (5) have the

same signs, i.e. the RRS increases the value of lG
d
(Q )| .

з
For low and intermediate values of Q the contribution of

GiL» D*M *° G* is fairly small ( >» V v C ). However, in

the asymptotic limit Q^«x> the contribution of the RRS

is drastically changed. Using the formula (5) we can show

that in this ultrarelativistio case both D
C Q
, D ^ struc

ture functions have the same order of decrease:
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Henoe, we must take into acoount the RRS contribution when

investigating the asymptotic behaviour of G*(Q ). Shis oon-

tribution leads to the essential slowing of the G*(Q )

deorease for Q̂ ~-<м> . She result obtained is of a general

oharaoter and doesn't depend on a oonorete dynamical nature

ot np-interaotion. The relativiatio asymptotios calculated

from eq. (5) has the form:

where C«
c
> 0*'. In other words, the asymptotics of DOFF has

an imprint of the nucleon spins.

Using the most popular (though not compulsory} assump-

tions about the asymptotios of the nuoleon FPs

eq. (7) can be simplified:

*'Preliminary results of the calculation of the G* asympto-
tios without the BR3 are given in ref. [163 •

**'The nucleon EMFFs are not the well-defined quantities
and their choice is rather arbitrary. The influence of this
arbitrariness on the values of the DEi£PFa turns out to
be nontrivial and io disoussed, Q.g.in refs*l17»18]. Fur-
ther, illustratively we'll use only the asymptotios (8).
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2.3. HOMRELATIVISTIC LIMIT

It is of great interest to oompare the relativlstio

and nonrulativistic aeymptotios G^CQ^o-). In the nonre-

latlvistlc limit the ERS contribution vanishes (D^s 0),and

tie formula for Т)
яп
 reads as

i I . do)
Е Ш ЕЧге

where q » |<t| (in the nonrelativietio limit t«» -̂q ). The

nonrelativistic asymptitios calculated from eq. (10) has

the form:

i.e. it decreases faster than the relativistic asymptotics

(7). This result ia also independent of a concrete dynamical

nature of the ар-interaction (the same phase shifts enter

into both (7) and (10) equations). Thue, contrary to the re-

sults of the approach [17]
t
 the relativistio nature of rep-

resentation (5) is such that the relativisation. of the np-

interaotion destroys the repulsive oore leads to a slower

decrease of the corresponding dynamioal values.

2.4. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing the results of this section we may conclude i

1. The nucleon RRS changes essentially the asymptotio beha-

viour of GQ(Q ). Thus, in. the relativist io deuteron dyna-

mics the spin, is by no means an unessential complication.

2. The nonrelativistic asymptotios of G^(Q
2
) deoreases by

one power of Q~
1
 faster than the relativlstio one. In other

words, the relativization of the np-interaotion slows down

the decrease of G^(Q ). Comparing (7) and (11) the relati-

vistlc distortion of the repulsive core turns out to be soft.
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3. Depending on different requirements to the behaviour of

$ (3•*•«») and G | JJJJ (Q%-««>) the asymptotios (7), (11) con-

tain In principle all the possible types of decrease obtained

in different dynamical approaches (see seot.3),

4* When the asymptotios of nucleon SHFFs is fixed the

information about the asymptotios of G^(Q
2
 ) is equivalent

to the information about the asymptotioe of the elastio <p-

scattering phase shifts. In other words, the FFs asympto-

tics and that of phase shifts are equally "good" or "bad"

physical quantities.

All these results are direct consequences of the repre-

sentation (5) and are independent of the concrete dynamics

of the np-syatem. They differ essentially from ths results

obtained earlier in the most popular approaoh in ths» deu-

teron theory.

3. AS3OIPIOTICS GpttJ^e— ) (CONCRETE TXIES

OF DBCBBSE3)

The relativistic and nonrelativistio oases should be

treated separately.

3.1. HOHRELETIVISTIO IMPULSE А Р И Ю Х Ш А Т Ю Н

At present the standard nonrelativistio deuteron theory

is the most development and advanced one and it is disous-

sed in many reviews and manuscripts in detail. Therefore,we

give only a general formula for the asynptotioe of the DCFP

In the BEIA.If the behaviour of the deuteron wave function

(SWF) for large p is

(we follow the notation of ref. I19J), the aeymptotios of

the structure function D
Q
(Q

2
) of the DCPP has the formi
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The formula (13) exhausts the problem if the DWP is known..

Here we show that the general expression. ( M ) for the

nonrelatlvistic aaymptotics ia terms of the up-scattering

phase shifts obtained la the previous section Is useful In

the following three aspects. First, eq. (11) automatically

reproduces the standard nonrelativistio regime of deorease

of DCFF which arises when using the realistic HH-potentials

in the deuteron. Second, with the help of eq. (11) one can

calculate at onoe several aaymptotios when a direot appli-

cation of eq. (13) Is impossible (if the potential or the

DWP are unknown). Third, for exactly solvable models the com-

parison of the asymptotice (11) and (13) clearly demonstra-

tes limited possibilities of the potential scattering theory

and the ambiguity of the inverse soattering problem. Let '$

consider briefly these three points.

1. In the nonrelativistic potential scattering theory

for the S-pahse shifts the moat characteristic behaviour is

of the type

S(K)

where к is the wave vector (harsofter we divert from the

logarithm!о factor *-* Ink that is unessential in. the

asymptotioe). From eqs. (11) and (14) we derive the result

05)

which coincides with the asymptotics of the DCFF structure

funot-'on obtained with the help of eq. (13) for the Ци1-

then, Yukawa, Yamaguchi DWPs and the realistic DWPs in

the Held and the Paris poteatiale.

2. In some oases when we Investigate the high-energy

behaviour, it turns out that the different types of appro-

ximation of the experimental set of the phase shifts in

the whole measured energy region are useful (generally with-
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out using the concepts of potential and WF). In the case

we are out of the framework of the standard construction

(12),(13), due to eq. (11) the calculation of the aeymptotioe

is trivial. For example, the realistic approximation of the

phas@ shifts in the form given in ref. [.20 3

leads us again to the asymptotioa (15).

When the potential of the HH-interaction is considered

to be known and the DWF is uoknown(for example the oaloulation

of DWF is difficult for some reasons), the asymptotioe of

the scattering phase shifts can be easily obtained with the

help of the known variable phase approach [211. Thus, this

approach is of great use in the EMFFs theory of the oompo-

site hadron systems.

3. For the local potentials eqs. (11) and (13) lead to

the same power asymptotios Dg(Q -*-»«=>) (here we again divert

from the unessential logarithmic factor —' inQ ). leaving

the class of local potentials the asymptotios (11), (13)

become different. Any well-known exactly solvable deuteron

model demonstrates this difference. For example, for the

non-local separable ШГ-potential of lamaguchi

the bound state WF has the- form

p ^
 A

So tyjCf) ~ ?~\y+°*>
 BDd

 D
0
(Q

Z
)~Q"

4
, Q-*«». On the other

hard the phase shift of Yamaguchi potential appears as

(IT)

From eqs. (11),(17) we get the asymptotice
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wbloh deoreasee by two powers faster than the previous asymp-
totioe D Q ( Q

2 ) ~ Q " 4 , Q-»-*»-» derived from eq. (13).
The differenoe we have found is the display of an essen-

tial ambiguity of the inverse scattering problem. It is known,
that for a given, set of the phase shift there exist, general-
ly speaking, several potentials (not neoessarilly looal) and
the proper WFs that reproduoe these phase shifts. When the
DEMFFs are included in the formalism, i.e. going off the mass
shell, this ambiguity gets intensified. Homely, the poten-
tial and the WF may undergo unitary transformations of a
finite range which essentially change the small distance
behaviour of these quantities, but neither phase shift nor
the DEMFFs are notioeably changed. Therefore, all the quan-
titieb for the calculation of which the small-distance be-
haviour of the DWF is essential (lnoluding the charge struc-
ture funotion (13))» turn out to be unstable under the defi-
nite class of transformations, i.e. the "bad-defined11 physi-
cal quantities. In other words, for the analysis of the asymp-
totio behaviour a direct use of the phase shifts seems to
be preferable.

4. Reletivistio impulse approximation.
From a pragmatic point of view numerous versions of the

RIA differ unprofitably from the HRIA because a general for-
mula of the type (13) for the calculation of the aaymptotics
is absent. Moreover, the analysis of published papers (see
the review L8l ) shows that the aaymptotics of the DEMFFe may
be calculated provided that the fixed high-energy behaviour
of the relativistic structure functions of npd-vertex is
from the very beginning included into the dynamical scheme.
It was really done only in papers £17»22,231. In other oases
(see, e.g., refs.[24,25] ) the way of the asymptotics cal-
culation is not evident and demands serious additional in-
vestigations or concrete dynamical assumptions. Therefore»
in the RIA the number of the calculated asymptotios is
smaller than the number, of the developed approaches.

In the relativistio four-oomponent model of F. arose (171
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Fs

leads to the aaymptotics

•-IT

the deoreac* of radial DWFs of tbe type u(p) ~-p ,p

(19)

and all tbe aoaling relations (3)»(4) are valid. Represen-

ting each of the DWPe in the Httlthea-like type for large va-

lues of p .

(20)

we .̂ et immediately the two most important regimes of deorease.

If Z 0^ / 0, then the asymptotios gets the form

Q - ^ o -
 $
 (21)

ooinoident with eq. (15). if Z Ci -0, Z
 с
фС^° then

In the relativistio approaoh [223 a few possible models

of the ПН-inter action are considered. In one of them the re-

lativistio WF of any nucleus (including the DWP) is oonstruo-

ted for the case when the ШГ-interaotion at small distances

is generated by the vector mesons M« §_,co ,... with the mono-

pole PPs at eaoh МШТ-vertex. As in ref. £173 > in the process
of relativization the Hulthen-like behaviour (20) of DIP in
the S-state is used, finally, for the scalar deuteron
we get the following DWP:

(ft*- 6A-7

This DWP leads to the asymptotioB, which coincides with the
asymptotics of dimensional-scaling counting rules (DSCRs)
for scalar deuteron. The regime of the decrease (23) is in-
termediate between the faster (22) and the slowest (21) ones.
An attempt to generalise this approaoh to the vector deuteron
taking into account the deuteron D-state is presented in
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r*f.'U3i* *be result coincides with eq. (23) and evidently,
is not quite .fight. The reasons for this are as follows. In
the RIA the transition from a soalar to vector bound-state
is expected to accelerate by two powers of Q"1 the regime
of the EP's decrease. Qualitatively, this effect existe in
the transition from eonlar to spinor nnoleons, which form the
vector deuteron: the DSCRs lead to the asymptotios differing
by one power of Q . In any case for the vector deuteron
the difference appears from the sealer regime of decrease.,
therefore, the results of ref. £233 &eed an additional veri-
fication.

Thus, till now the results of the asymptotic calcula-
tion in RIA are rather scarce: the present dynamical appro-
aches don't lead to any substantial new asymptotica. The ob-
tained general formula (7) trivially reproduces all the re-
sults of RIA under the proper assumptions about the asympto-
tios 4 HBtQ2-^^)1 end S(S-9-—).

4. D1SCUSS1O1I

The RRS in the canonical basis of the state veotors must
be taken into account, in principle in any relativistio two-
body problem with nontrivial spins (positronium e+e~ , ЗГ «me-
son as qq-system, nucleon H in the quark-antiquark model,

et c ) . As it is seen from eq. (2) the smaller constituent mass

is, the larger RRS contribution is; therefore, it is reaso-

nable to pass from the nucleons to the particles with smaller

masses.

Separately, we'd like to emphasize the importance of

studying the composite systems with nontrivial orbital momen-

tum £&O ^. The relativistio rotation of £ arises when
we sum up I and if into the total angular momentum J of
the two-particle system*

where S is defined by eq. (1). This effect can contribute
essentially to the relativistio И? of the composite system.
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Suoh systems are those mentioned above and the following

tightly bound model systems in P-channel: the nuoleon ooa-

sieting of the X -meson and the nucleon Itself H»H (jrN),

and the composite hyperons Л - Л № , 5>]> W,K), J=J(A/)*

In conclusion let's return to the deuteron and resume

the results and perspectives. The smallness of the RRS con-

tribution to G^(Q
2
) at fixed values of Q

2
 ie caused by tue

two factors in D^U^JJ»' the factor M~' in D
e M
 and the nor-

malization of Sachs PP's C^
]
j(O)'

>
~'M"

1
. Hence, the oontribu-

tion of the RRS can be more substantial in the following

cases:

1. The magnitude of the magnetio DPP G^(Q
2
). We can show

that in RIA even for the S-wave deuteron the representation

exists. Eq. (24) may contain, in principle, two results which

we preliminary announce here. First, at D ™ ELj
C
 the K2S

,

contribution to the asymptotics G^(Q-x>o ) may become do-
minant and it occurs when we choose a nontrivial slow-deo-

reasing expression for G_,_ (e.g., G-e- \*»Z Q P
O
 » t •

= Q /4M ). Second, the RRS contribution can essentially re-

construct the fine structure in G^CQ ) (the position of the

minimum and the height of the secondary maximum) even for

the intermediate values of Q
2 -£'50 fm"2. It is explained by

the absence of the depressing factor M is present in both
the first and the second terms in eq. (24).

2. The magnetic transitions in deuteron electrodisinteg-
ration for large values of Q2, especially, the 111 transi-
tion for 9e-180° near the deuteron disintegration threshold,
and also the HJ -transitions in the region of quasi-elastio
peak. Por low Q 2 the RRS contribution to the H1 -transition
are calculated in ref. [261 and turned out though small,but
still by three orders larger than the RRS contribution to
0?(Q2) for the same values of Q2.
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3* Я » masonic and baryonic degrees of freedom la the

d»uteron, espeoially in ooonection with the тегу actual prob-

lem of relativiaation of the MECs calculation for large va-

lues of Q , She acoouat of the ERS contribution ia an impre-

scriptible part of this problem.

All these oases should be treated separately.

A very important problem is the elaboration of new the-

oretical concepts on the high-energy behaviour of various

<л8
1?
 -, D

1
»~ ••- ) phase shift of the np-scattering. The

present results are very poor. It is desirable to move for-

ward in this direction taking into account the results ob-

tained in Section 2.

Great interest represents the problem of general oouneo-

tion between the relativistic description of the deuteron
о

not only in the asymptotic limit Q -~- «=> , but at finite
values of Q . Shis problem is being intensively discussed

in the literature (see, e.g. ref. [27]).

A more detailed version and the discussions of some

other aspeots of the considered problems are contained in

author's papers [28,291.

The author would like to thank G.lfl.Zinovjev.M.P.Rekalo,

V.E.Troitski, V.M.Bubovik, A*?.Kobushkin and V.K.MitrJuaa-

kin for stimulating discussions and interesting oommests.
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